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ABSTRACT
Over 200 selected materials on the Chicano are listed in this bibliography. These materials include bibliographies, statistical materials, books, articles, journals, films, and newspapers which pertain to the Mexican American population. The materials consist of such topics as the Mexican American community; their culture, history, heritage, education, economics and labor; their folklore and mythology; political science; law and justice; migration; psychology; public health; sociology and anthropology; and the theater. While some documents date from the early 1930s, most are dated in the 1960s and 1970s. The addresses of 19 Chicano newspapers are also given. (NQ)
SELECTED MATERIALS ON THE CHICANO

I. Bibliographies


Mendes, Richard H. P. Bibliography on Community Organization, Washington, D. C., President’s Committee on Juvenile Delinquency and Youth Crimes; June, 1965.

Mexican American Study Project, UCLA. Advance Report 3, Revised Bibliography, University of California, Los Angeles, 1967.

Riemer, Ruth. An Annotated Bibliography of Materials on Ethnic Problems in Southern California (preliminary draft), Los Angeles, the Haynes Foundation and the Department of Anthropology-Sociology, University of California, 1947.


II. Statistical Materials


California State Department of Industrial Relations Division of Fair Employment Practices. Negros and Mexican Americans in South and East Los Angeles, San Francisco, California, July, 1966.


III. General


University of California Los Angeles. Mexican American Study Project: Advance Reports Series:

1. Education and Income, by Walter Fogel
2. Mexican Immigration, by Leo Grebler
3. Bibliography, by the staff
7. The Schooling Gap: Signs of Progress, by Leo Grebler.

(These reports are the result of a Ford Foundation grant project to study the contemporary Mexican American situation. The Reports are for the most part a detailed analysis of the 1960 census, with some materials gathered from hundreds of interviews. While the study is subject to controversy as to its validity, these works should be consulted. The Final compilation of Reports on the Project is to be published in a single volume by Macmillan Free Press.)
IV. Journals


Con Safos: Reflections of Life in the Barrio. (P.O. Box 31085, Los Angeles California 90031).

El Grito, A Journal of Mexican American Thought (P.O. Box 9275, Berkeley, California 91719).


V. The Mexican Heritage


**VI. Economics and Labor**


Galarza, Ernesto. *Spiders in the House.* (To be released.)


**VII. Education**

California State Advisory Committee to the United States on Civil Rights. *Education and the Mexican American Community in Los Angeles County.* April, 1968.

Casañantes, Edward J. A New Look at the Attributes of the Mexican American. Albuquerque, New Mexico, Southwest Cooperative Education Laboratory, 1969.


Ramirez, Manuel III. "Potential Contributions by the Behavioral Sciences to Effective Preparation Programs for Teachers of Mexican-American Children." Eric, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, Feb. 1969.


VIII. Folklore and Mythology


IX. History


Gerald, R.E. *Spanish Presidios of the 18th Century in Northern New Spain*. Museum of New Mexico Press.

Gonzalez, Nancie L. *Spanish Americans in New Mexico: A Heritage of Pride* University of New Mexico, 1970.


Sanchez, George. *Forgotten People: A Study of New Mexicans*. University of New Mexico Press, 1940.


**X. Political Science**


Holmes, Jack E. Politics in New Mexico. Albuquerque, University of New Mexico, 1967.


XII. Law and Justice


Morgan, Patricia. Shame of a Nation, A Documented Story of Police State Terror Against Mexican Americans in U.S.A. Committee for Protection of Foreign Born, Los Angeles, 1954.


XIII. Migration


Mexico Ministerio de Relaciones Exteriores. La Proteccion de Mexicanos En Los Estados Unidos. By Ernesto Hidalgo. Mexico, 1940.


XIV. Psychology


XV. Public Health


XVI. Sociology-Anthropology


Tuck, Ruth D. Not With The Fist, Mexican Americans in a Southwest City. Harcourt, Brace, 1956.

XVI. Films

Chicano Commencement. A documentary produced at the San Jose State College, 1968 Graduation; 20 minutes, 16 mm.

Decision in Delano. A film of the Farmworkers struggle; 50 minutes, 16 mm.

Invisible Minority. Documentary on the Mexican American.

La Cabeza de Pancho Villa. Film by Teatro Campesino.

Salt of the Earth. The feature length, award winning film of the struggle of the Chicano mine workers.

I Am Joaquin. Teatro Campesino.

XVII. Audio Collection

Both the UCLA and the Cal-State, Los Angeles Mexican American Centers will provide audio tape libraries in the immediate future.

XVIII. Theatre

Teatro Campesino (Fresno)  Teatro Frontera (San Diego)

Teatro Chicano (Los Angeles)  Teatro Urbano (San Jose)

Teatro Popular de la Vida Y Muerte (Los Angeles)

XIX. Artists

Benjamin Luna, Los Angeles, La Raza (newspaper)

Ramses Noriega, Los Angeles, UCLA (Center)

Salvador Torres, San Diego, La Verdad (newspaper)

Ernesto Vigil, Denver, El Gallo (newspaper)

Mexican American Liberation Art Front (MALAF) Oakland, Bronze (newspaper)  Rene Yancz
and La Causa Inc.  Jose Ernesto Montoya
Malaquias Montoya
Esteban Villa
Manuel Hernandez Trujillo
BRONZE
1560 34th Avenue
Oakland, California 94601

CARTA EDITORIAL
P. O. Box 54624
Terminal Annex

COMPASS
1209 Egypt Street
Houston, Texas 77009

CORAJE
C/o Mexican American Liberation Committee
Tucson, Arizona

EL CHICANO
C/o 4021 First Avenue
San Bernardino, California

EL DEGUELLO
P. O. Box 37094
San Antonio, Texas

EL GALLO
1567 Downing Street
Denver, Colorado 80218

EL GRIOT DEL NORTE
Route 2, P. O. Box 5
Espanola, New Mexico 87532

EL MALCRIADO
P. O. Box 130
Delano, California 63215

EL PAISANO
P. O. Box 155
Tolleson, Arizona 85353

EL PAPEL
P. O. Box 7167
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87104

EL YAQUI
P. O. Box 52610
Houston, Texas 77052

LA CAUSA
4715 E. Olympic Blvd.
Los Angeles, California 90033

LA RAZA
P. O. Box 31004
Los Angeles, California 90033

LA REVOLUCION
P. O. Box 1853
Uvalde, Texas

LA VERDAD
P. O. Box 13156
San Diego, California 92113

LA VOZ MEXICANA
P. O. Box 101
Wautoma, Wisconsin 54982

LADO
1306 N. Western Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60622

NUESTRA LUCHA
110 NW 5th Avenue
Del Ray Beach, Florida 33444